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Limeglass Research Atomisation
technology eliminates information
overload and allows you to focus
on the relevant paragraphs of your
financial research.
Next-generation Rich NLP APIs and portal can empower your sales, research and
strategy teams to optimise your existing research whilst enhancing your clients’
reading experience.
For the first time, users can explore granular insights for all asset classes and
macro themes across your research at paragraph-level without having to open
each document one at a time.

Please feel free to get in touch to find out how to transform the
liability of research overload into the asset it was designed to be…
+44 (0) 330 223 3041 • info@limeglass.com • limeglass.com

Innovation - Maximise the
value of your research with:
Research Atomisation

Granular coverage metrics

Instantly surface paragraphs in
context on any topic from the entire
research library

Harness the easily navigable knowledge
base to surface paragraphs however
granular

one click away from relevant
paragraphs in multiple documents

find what you are looking for and
more

More personalisation

Better statistics

Respond to the needs of your users in
near real-time to produce research
that you know will deliver value to
your clients

Discover what themes are being read at
a granular level and by whom
concentrate resources on the
insights clients are reading

tailor your output to the topics your
clients are interested in

Improved reading experience
Incisive topic search
Move beyond traditional search
functions and discover information
by theme and topic area through
proprietary rich natural language
processing
understand topics faster, and in
more detail

Our expertly curated taxonomy allows
you to uncover key insights by opening
up synonyms and combinations of
terms
taking you far beyond regular
search engines

Increased efficiency
Distribute exactly what your clients
want to read to answer their specific
questions

Top market themes
With the answers you need on any topic
at your fingertips, ensure your clients
receive personalised emails

demonstrate that your research is
integral to their success

strengthen the client relationship

Innovation
Focused relevancy
Stop research getting lost in email
inboxes. Harness your newfound
insights to provide clients with the most
relevant research for their interests in a
way that suits them best

Profit from powerful artificial
intelligence (AI) and rich Natural
Language Processing (NLP), augmented
by human editors
leverage Limeglass’s combined
human and artificial intelligence to
create new, innovative products

integrate with your existing delivery
solution or simply white-label
Limeglass’s Portal

Rich NLP APIs
Integrate APIs into your platform to
access granular thematic tags across all
asset classes and macro topics
easy onboarding with Rest APIs

Please feel free to get in touch to find out how to transform the
liability of research overload into the asset it was designed to be…
+44 (0) 330 223 3041 • info@limeglass.com • limeglass.com

